
Instructions  

NAIL and TOP COAT SYSTEM For Genesis 3 Female(s)  

NAIL SYSTEM: 

Make sure Genesis 3 Female is selected in your scene.  

Then apply the Nails System and the Top Coat System. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

NAIL SHAPES: 

Make sure you select the Nail System from the scene tab and then you can choose nail shapes. 

Morphs are applied to the Nail System and then the Top Coat system automatically follows. 

Shape All Presets are applied to All Nails in the Nail System and Top Coat System 

If you wish to change individual Nail shape. Select the surface of those nails in both the Nail System and the Top Coat 
System. Then apply. 

Reset Presets are included for all shapes and morphs 

NAIL COLORS: 

You can choose to use one of the included 40 Preset Full designs. 
The system has been built to allow every individual nail to have its own color and design.  However Morphs are 
applied to all Nails. 
Each nail has its own Material Zone to allow for different color and design on different Nails and Hands. 

Warning: The glitter varnishes need to be applied to the NAIL SYSTEM and have the TOP COAT SYSTEM turned ON. 
The Matte varnishes need to have the TOP COAT SYSTEM Turned OFF 

All other varnishes can be used with or without the Top Coat System. 

NAIL DESIGNS: 

Nail designs are MATs to be applied to the TOP COAT SYSTEM ONLY. 

In the provided png thumbnails, the Black areas represent the color of the NAIL SYSTEM and the white areas 
represent the color of the TOP COAT SYSTEM. 

Apply your Top Coat color before applying a Design.  Designs are meant for individual nails. Just select the Material 
zones you want to apply the effect to and then apply the design. 

 

Thank you for purchasing NAIL SYSTEM For Genesis 3 Female(s) 


